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Low-frequency fluctuations in vertical-cavity surface-emitting semiconductor lasers
with optical feedback
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We study the dynamics of a vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser operating near threshold and with isotropic
optical feedback, using a model developed by San Miguel, Feng, and Moloney@Phys. Rev. A52, 1728~1995!#.
The model couples the polarization state of the electric field to the semiconductor medium by including the
magnetic sublevels of the conduction and valence bands in the quantum wells. The laser dynamics depend
significantly on the value of the relaxation rate,gs , of the material magnetization. For low relaxation rates the
time-averaged intensity abruptly drops to zero and then recovers, a phenomenon revealed to be a sequence of
picosecond pulses. The dropouts are similar to those occurring in conventional semiconductor lasers, but
underlying the dropouts there is an antiphase competition between the time-averaged orthogonal linearly
polarized components of the electric field. For large values of the relaxation rate, the dropouts tend to disappear
and the time-averaged intensity is nearly constant.@S1050-2947~99!09603-1#

PACS number~s!: 42.55.Px, 05.45.2a, 42.65.Sf
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I. INTRODUCTION

A vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser~VCSEL! is a
relatively new type of semiconductor laser that has a diff
ent geometry from that of a conventional~edge-emitting!
laser diode. A VCSEL consists of a semiconductor laser g
medium sandwiched between two highly reflective mirro
thus the laser output occurs normal to the wafer. VCSE
have several advantages for applications. Because of
short cavity length~few mm!, VCSEL’s emit in a single lon-
gitudinal mode. They have low threshold currents and can
modulated at high speeds. They are compact, thus it is
to form laser arrays.

An important drawback to applications of VCSEL’s is th
polarization instability. The output of a VCSEL is usual
linearly polarized along one of two orthogonal directions
sociated with crystalline or stress orientations. When the V
SEL begins to lase, one linear polarization dominates
when the injection current is increased about 20–30 % ab
the lasing threshold, in many devices the emission switc
to the other polarization state~polarization switching! @1#.
These two linearly polarized states have different optical
quencies, split~from 2 to 20 GHz!, by the material birefrin-
gence. Sometimes there is simultaneous emission on bo
the orthogonal linearly polarized states with different em
sion frequencies~polarization coexistence! @2#, and there are
a few reports of emission on both orthogonal linearly pol
ized states with the same emission frequency~elliptically po-
larized light! @3#. If the injection current is increased furthe
higher-order transverse modes emerge, usually with a po
ization state that is orthogonal to the polarization of the fu
damental mode@4#.

An explanation for the polarization switching phenom
enon, proposed by Choquette and co-workers@2,5#, relies on
variations in the gain profile and in the optical frequencies
the orthogonal linearly polarized states, induced by temp
PRA 591050-2947/99/59~4!/3021~11!/$15.00
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ture changes as the injection current increases.
An alternative explanation of the polarization switching

based on the San Miguel, Feng, and Moloney~SFM! model
@6#. In conventional edge-emitting semiconductor lasers
anisotropies, geometry, and waveguiding effects of the c
ity lead to emission of linearly polarized light with the po
larization locked onto a fixed axis. However, the polarizati
state of the light of a laser is linked, not only to cavi
anisotropies, but also to the field-material physics~to the
angular momentum of the quantum states involved in
transitions for emission and absorption@7#!. The SFM model
takes into account the spin sublevels of the conduction
valence band and distinguishes the amplitudes of the
thogonal circular polarizations of the light that are associa
with transitions between different spin sublevels. In the a
sence of anisotropies, the stationary solutions of the S
model are linearly polarized states with arbitrary polarizat
direction. In the presence of anisotropies the direction of
linear polarization is no longer arbitrary, and the stationa
solutions are two orthogonal linearly polarized states. T
relative strength of the gain for the two states and the b
fringence and saturable dispersion of the material determ
the stability of these states. A linear stability analysis e
plains the polarization switching for increasing injection cu
rent @8,9#.

Physical insight into the nature of the polarization switc
ing was recently put forward by van der Lem and Lens
@10# and van Exteret al. @11#, who showed analytically~by
adiabatically eliminating the spin dynamics! that the pres-
ence of a strong lasing state with a certain polarization le
to a broadening and redshift of the weak orthogonal non
ing state.

The spin dynamics is especially relevant when a VCS
is in an externally applied magnetic field. In that case
SFM model predicts emission in an elliptically polarize
state @12,13#, which was verified experimentally@3#. The
switching between orthogonal linearly polarized states th
3021 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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3022 PRA 59C. MASOLLER AND N. B. ABRAHAM
becomes switching between elliptically polarized states@14#.
This polarization instability enhances the intensity no

@15# and degrades polarization sensitive applications suc
magneto-optic disk recording. However, since the polari
tion switching occurs very quickly and requires only sm
variations of the injection current, the polarization state c
be a good property to choose for optical logic gates. Meth
to control the polarization state of a VCSEL include break
the transverse devise symmetry~by introducing anisotropic
gain @16# or loss @17#, or by using an asymmetric cavit
geometry @18#!, optical injection @19#, current modulation
about the polarization switching point@20#, and external op-
tical feedback@21–24#.

Optical feedback is an especially attractive way to achi
polarization switching. By coupling a VCSEL to an extern
microcavity ~with an external cavity length of the order o
microns!, a single transverse mode operation can be m
tained even at high injection currents@25#. Slight movements
of an external mirror can tune a VCSEL in wavelength@26#.
However, in a conventional linearly polarized single-mo
semiconductor laser it is well known that uncontrolled op
cal feedback degrades the performance by exciting additi
external cavity modes~i.e., the stationary solutions of th
compound system formed by the laser cavity and the exte
cavity!, which may lead to a chaotic state termed ‘‘coheren
collapse’’ ~see, e.g.,@27,28# and references therein!. It could
be expected that the high facet reflectivity of a VCSEL~of
the order of 99%! might mitigate the effects of backreflec
tions. However, the extremely short cavity length of a V
SEL ~of the order of microns! cancels out the effect of highly
reflective mirrors, and VCSEL’s usually display a feedba
sensitivity comparable to that of conventional semiconduc
lasers@29–34#. The threshold current is reduced by extern
feedback, and the five characteristic regimes of feedback
occur in edge-emitting lasers@35# also occur in VCSEL’s.

A well-known feedback-induced instability is the low
frequency fluctuations~LFF’s!, which occur for moderate
feedback when the laser is operated near the lasing thres
These consist of sudden power dropouts followed
gradual, stepwise recoveries@36–38#. Fischer and co-
workers@39# observed with a streak camera that the intens
dropouts are actually a slow modulation of a series of fa
picosecond pulses. The model commonly used to inter
the experimental observations is the Lang-Kobayashi~LK !
model @40# for a single-mode semiconductor laser. Nume
cal simulations of the LK model show that the time-averag
laser intensity exhibits dropouts similar to those obser
experimentally, and that underlying these dropouts there
fast pulsing behavior@39#. However, recent experimental st
tistical analysis of the intensity fluctuations during the dro
outs @41# and of the statistical distribution of the time inte
vals between power dropouts@42# shows discrepancies wit
the predictions of the single-mode model. Moreover, the
perimental observations of Huyetet al. @43# indicate that the
emergence of low-frequency fluctuations is associated w
the excitation of several longitudinal modes of the solita
laser. In this paper we investigate the occurrence of LFF’
VCSEL’s.

Computational studies of VCSEL’s with optical feedba
have often used models that do not consider the vecto
nature of VCSEL’s, i.e., they consider several transve
e
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modes but do not take into account the fact that two ortho
nal linearly polarized states exist for each tranverse m
@44–46#. These models are those used for convention
polarization-stabilized semiconductor lasers, though w
different parameter values. However, when a VCSEL w
optical feedback is operated near the lasing threshold~where
the polarization switching often takes place!, one would ex-
pect that the polarization instability would influence the d
namics significantly. To take into account the polarizati
degree of freedom, we simulate the dynamics based on
SFM model, which considers a single transverse mode w
two orthogonal linearly polarized states,Ex ,Ey , coupled
through two carrier populations~the total carrier population
N, and the population difference,n, between the spin sublev
els of the conduction and valence bands!. The SMF model
has been successfully used to study the dynamics of a
SEL under polarized feedback~into one of the two linearly
polarized states@47,48#! and under polarization-changin
feedback~with a quarter-wave plate placed in the extern
cavity @49#!. With polarized feedback the SMF model pr
dicts the observed polarization switchings@21# when the in-
jection current or the feedback phase varies. W
polarization-changing feedback, the intensity wavefor
predicted by the model agree qualitatively well with the e
perimental measurements@22#.

Another proposed model for polarization dynamics
VCSEL’s describes the interaction of the two linearly pola
ized states of the fundamental mode through a single ca
density and nonlinear gain terms. The predictions of t
model for polarized feedback@47# and for polarization-
changing feedback@24# agree with the experimental obse
vations and with the predictions of the SFM model. Here
compare the predictions of these two models in the LF
regime.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II present
brief description of the SMF model with isotropic optic
feedback. Section III contains the results of the numeri
simulations. We study the time evolution of the total inte
sity, of the intensity of the orthogonal linearly polarize
components, and of the intensity of the circularly polariz
components. The dynamics of the polarization state of
light is revealed with the Poincare´-sphere representatio
@50#. Section IV contains a summary and the conclusions

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

The rate equations for a VCSEL with external isotrop
feedback operating in the fundamental transverse mode
@6#

Ėx5k~11 ia!@~N21!Ex1 inEy#

2~ga1 igp!Ex1gEx~ t2t!e2 ivot, ~1!

Ėy5k~11 ia!@~N21!Ey2 inEx#

1~ga1 igp!Ey1gEy~ t2t!e2 ivot, ~2!

Ṅ52gN@N2m1N~ uExu21uEyu2!

1 in~EyEx* 2ExEy* !#, ~3!
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ṅ52gsn2gN@n~ uExu21uEyu2!1 iN~EyEx* 2ExEy* !#,
~4!

whereEx ,Ey are the slowly varying amplitudes of the o
thogonal linearly polarized components of the electric fie
N is the total population difference between conduction a
valence bands, andn is the population difference betwee
the carrier densities with positive and negative spin valuek
is the field decay rate~1/2k is sometimes called the photo
lifetime!, gN is the decay rate of the total carrier populatio
andgs is the decay rate which accounts for the mixing of t
populations with different spins.a is the linewidth enhance
ment factor, which indicates the dependence of the inde
refraction on the carrier number@51#. m is the normalized
injection current~which takes the value of 1 at the solita
laser threshold! andvo is the optical frequency of the soli
tary laser at the lasing threshold in the absence of lin
anisotropies.

The model incorporates the effects of isotropic opti
feedback through a delayed term in Eqs.~1! and ~2!. We
follow the Lang-Kobayashi approach@40# and consider a
single reflection in the external cavity.g is the feedback
intensity andt52L/c is the round-trip time in the extende
cavity of lengthL.

Usually the two orthogonal linearly polarized steady-st
solutions have different optical frequencies, which are as
ciated with the birefringence of the medium, and differe
gain-to-loss ratios. These effects are modeled by the par
etersga and gp . Positivega gives they-polarized state a
lower threshold, andgp leads to a frequency difference o
gp /p between thex- andy-polarized states in the absence
gain anisotropies and external feedback~whengp is positive
the x-polarized state has the lower frequency!.

Takingn50, Ex5Ey5E/2, andga5gp50, Eqs.~1!–~4!
reduce to the familiar equations for a single-mo
polarization-stabilized semiconductor laser with optical fe
back ~where N is the difference between the actual carr
density and the carrier density at transparency!.

The parametergs models the population equilibration o
the magnetic sublevels due to a variety of complicated
croscopic processes termed spin-flip relaxation proces
Experimental measurements of spin relaxation times in qu
tum wells@52,53# yield values forgs of the order of 10 ns21.
However, such values apply to VCSEL’s operating at lo
temperature; at room temperature,gs is expected to be of the
order of 100 ns21 @13#.

To study the influence of spin relaxation, we consider t
limiting cases. First, the mathematical limit of very largegs
~very fast mixing of populations with different spins!, which
is equivalent to settingn equal to zero in Eqs.~1!–~4!. One
then obtains the following equations in which the two mod
amplitudesEx ,Ey are coupled to a single carrier populatio
N,

Ėx5k~11 ia!~N21!Ex2~ga1 igp!Ex1gEx~ t2t!e2 ivot,
~5!

Ėy5k~11 ia!~N21!Ey1~ga1 igp!Ey1gEy~ t2t!e2 ivot,
~6!

Ṅ52gN@N2m1N~ uExu21uEyu2!#. ~7!
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Second, whengs takes its minimum value~given by the
radiative lifetime of carriers,gs5gN! one then obtains two
modal amplitudesE1 ,E2 coupled to two carrier population
N1 ,N2 ,

Ė65k~11 ia!~N621!E62gaE72 igpE7

1gE6~ t2t!e2 ivot, ~8!

Ṅ652gN@N62m12N6uE6u2#, ~9!

where E65Ex6 iEy are the slowly varying amplitudes o
the left and right circularly polarized components of the ele
tric field, andN65N6n.

For each linearly polarized state of the solitary laser, o
tical feedback creates a series of new stationary solutio
which are analogous to the so-called external cavity mo
of conventional lasers with optical feedback@27,28#. They
are of the form

E65Es
i exp@ i ~vs

i 2vo!t6w i #, N5Ns
i , n50, ~10!

whereEs
i , w i , andNs

i satisfy for thex-polarized state,

w i50, Ns
i 511

ga2g cosvs
i t

k
, Es

i 5S m2Ns
i

Ns
i D 1/2

,

~11!

andvs
i is a solution of

vs
i 2vo5aga2gp2g~a cosvs

i t1sinvs
i t!, ~12!

and for they-polarized state,

w i5p/2, Ns
i 512

ga1g cosvs
i t

k
, Es

i 5S m2Ns
i

Ns
i D 1/2

,

~13!

vs
i 2vo52aga1gp2g~a cosvs

i t1sinvs
i t!. ~14!

Stationary solutions that correspond to elliptically pola
ized states also exist. They are of the form

Ex5Exe
i ~vs2vo!t1 iwx, Ey5Eye

i ~vs2vo!t1 iwy,

N5Ns , n5ns , ~15!

whereEx , Ey , Ns , ns , vs , andDw5wx2wy verify

k@~Ns21!Ex1nsEy~sinDw2a cosDw!#2gaEx

1gEx cosvst50, ~16!

k@a~Ns21!Ex1nsEy~cosDw1a sinDw!#

2gpEx2gEx sinvst

5Ex~vs2vo!, ~17!

k@~Ns21!Ey1nsEx~sinDw1a cosDw!#1gaEy

1gEy cosvst50, ~18!
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k@a~Ns21!Ey2nsEx~cosDw2a sinDw!#

1gpEy2gEy sinvst5Ey~vs2vo!, ~19!

2m1Ns~11Ex
21Ey

2!12nsExEy sinDw50, ~20!

nsS gs

gN
1Ex

21Ey
2D12NsExEy sinDw50. ~21!

The symmetry of these equations implies that two ellip
cally polarized states exist with the same optical freque
vs . They have opposite values ofns , and their values ofDw
differ by p.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We solved Eqs.~1!–~4! with weak stochastic noise pe
turbations added to each of the variables~of strength b
51024 ns21! and an integration step of 0.5 ps~as discussed
in Ref. @47#, in many cases without noise terms no polariz
tion switching is observed!. The initial conditions are taken
in the x- or y-polarized states of the solitary laser, and t
parameters chosen in our simulation are the same as in
@9#: a53, k5300 ns21, gN51 ns21, t53 ns, andvot
56 rad. The parametersga , gp , gs , g, andm are free pa-
rameters, varied to study the different dynamical regim
Conditions of monostability, bistability, and dynamical inst
bility of the laser without feedback were studied in detail
@9#. It was shown there that the saturable dispersion~repre-
sented by thea factor! and birefringence determine the st
bility of the linearly polarized states when they have appro
mately the same gain-to-loss ratio. Here we study h
optical feedback modifies these conditions.

A. Dynamics for weak optical feedback

Figures 1 and 2 show the effect of weak optical feedb
on the polarization switching that occurs forga50.1 ns21 as
the injection current is increased.~The injection current was

FIG. 1. Polarization switching for increasing injection curre
The parameters arega50.1 ns21, gp52 ns21, andgs550 ns21. ~a!
Time-dependent normalized injection currentm. ~b!,~c! Intensities
~in arbitrary units! of the x- and y-polarized components, respe
tively, without feedback.~d!,~e! Intensities~in arbitrary units! of the
x- andy-polarized components, respectively, with a feedback le
g50.5 GHz.
-
y

-

ef.

s.

i-
w

k

increased in steps; each new value was held constant for
round trips in the external cavity, 360 ns to let transients
away.! The intensities of the linearly and circularly polarize
components of the electric field are defined asI x,y5uEx,yu2,
I 65uE6u2.

Under weak feedback levels, the polarization switchin
that occur for increasing injection current are similar to tho
that occur for the VCSEL without feedback, but the values
the injection current at which the polarization switchings o
cur are slightly different from those for the solitary lase
Figure 1 shows polarization switching from thex-polarized
state to they-polarized state. In the absence of feedback@see
Figs. 1~b! and 1~c!# for increasing injection current the
x-polarized state loses stability and a state of mixed polar
tion ~with a periodic modulation of the intensities of th
linearly polarized components! appears@9#. For larger injec-
tion current the system switches to they-polarized state. For
a feedback levelg50.5 GHz @see Figs. 1~d! and 1~e!# we

l

FIG. 2. Polarization switching for increasing injection curre
with gp510 ns21. All other features are the same as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 3. Effect of increasing the feedback level. The parame
arega50.1 ns21, gp56 ns21, gs550 ns21, andm51.05.~a! Time-
dependent feedback level~in GHz!. ~b!,~c! Intensities~in arbitrary
units! of the x- andy-polarized components when the initial cond
tions are chosen in thex-polarized state of the solitary laser, respe
tively. ~d!,~e! Intensities~in arbitrary units! of thex- andy-polarized
components, respectively, when the initial conditions are chose
the y-polarized state of the solitary laser.
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also observe a state of mixed polarization before the po
ization switching occurs. With weak feedback there is a
riodic modulation of the intensity of the linearly polarize
states, since weak feedback excites sustained intensity m
lation as it does in conventional semiconductor lasers.

Figure 2 shows a switching from they-polarized state to
thex-polarized state@here again Figs. 2~b! and 2~c! are for no
feedback, and Figs. 2~d! and 2~e! are for feedback#. When
the feedback level isg50.5 GHz, the polarization switch
occurs at a lower value of the injection current than for
laser without feedback.

Figure 3 shows the effect of increasing the feedback le
while keeping the value of the injection current constant i
region of parameters in which the laser without feedback
bistable. For Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, the initial conditions are
chosen in thex-polarized state, and for Figs. 3~c! and 3~d! in
the y-polarized state. With low feedback the intensity ma
tains its polarization state but fluctuates chaotically. If t
feedback level is increased above a certain value, the ou
is not linearly polarized but has two orthogonal linearly p
larized components that fluctuate very rapidly~this occurs
even in parameter regions where the solitary laser
monostable!. The description of the polarization fluctuation

FIG. 4. Total intensity~a!, intensities ofx- ~b!, andy- ~c! polar-
ized components, and intensities of the right~d! and left ~e! circu-
larly polarized components, averaged over 1 ns.~f! Representation
on the Poincare´ sphere of the instantaneous intensity. The para
eters arega520.1 ns21, gp56 ns21, gs550 ns21, m51.3, andg
550 GHz. Thex- andy-polarized states are stable for the solita
laser. The initial conditions are chosen in thex-polarized state of the
solitary laser.
r-
-

du-

e

el
a
is

-
e
ut

-

is

in this case in terms of competing states is difficult, since
amplitude variables used in the rate equations are the re
of an arbitrary selection of basis states for the electric fie
Even the basis states that diagonalize the linear terms in
rate equations will not provide an ideal set for the dynam
because of the nonlinear interactions. Depending on
value of the spin-flip relaxation rate, it can be more conv
nient to select linearly~for large values ofgs! or circularly
~for low values ofgs! polarized basis states. For intermedia
values ofgs , the best basis set for a description of the p
larization fluctuations, if it exists, probably consists of elli
tically polarized states.

The elliptically polarized steady states~which appear
above the value of the injection current at which the linea
polarized states of the solitary laser lose stability@9#! are
stable in very narrow parameter regions and are easily de
bilized by optical feedback.

For moderate feedback we usually find solutions w
time-dependent polarization. Averaging the intensity ove
ns ~to simulate the finite bandwidth of the detectors used
most experiments!, the total and modal intensities of the lin
early polarized components and of the circularly polariz
components fluctuate chaotically.

B. Dynamics for moderately strong optical feedback

For low injection currents (m,1.4– 1.5) and for moder-
ately strong feedback levels~roughly g.30 GHz!, different
dynamic regimes are found. Each regime exists for a ra
of values of gs . For fast spin relaxation~roughly gs

-

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 4, but the initial conditions are chosen in t
y-polarized state of the solitary laser.
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3026 PRA 59C. MASOLLER AND N. B. ABRAHAM
.40 ns21! the time-averaged total intensity is either const
or approximately constant, depending on the stability of
linearly polarized states of the solitary laser. In this para
eter region, either one or both of the two linearly polariz
states are stable. When the laser without feedback
monostable, the laser with feedback tends to operate on
of the stable linearly polarized stationary solutions int
duced by the feedback@they are the solutions of either Eq
~11! and ~12! or Eqs.~13! and ~14! with vs

i !vo , and the
behavior is analogous to that of conventional semicondu
lasers@54##.

In the parameter regions where the laser without feedb
is bistable, the dynamics of the laser with feedback depe
on the initial conditions. The laser might operate in eith
one of the stable linearly polarized stationary solutions, o
a state with mixed time-dependent polarization. In the la
case the intensities of the linearly and circularly polariz
components fluctuate very rapidly and there is antiphase
namics @55# of the time-averaged modal intensities th
makes the total time-averaged intensity nearly constant.

To characterize the polarization state of the light, we u
the Poincare´-sphere plot, where for a given pair of field am
plitude componentsEx(t)Ey(t) we assign a point on the
Poincare´ sphere whose coordinates are

x~ t !5
uEx~ t !u22uEy~ t !u2

uEx~ t !u21uEy~ t !u2 , y~ t !5
2 Re@Ex~ t !Ey* ~ t !#

uEx~ t !u21uEy~ t !u2 ,

z~ t !5
2 Im@Ex~ t !Ey* ~ t !#

uEx~ t !u21uEy~ t !u2 .

The points in the Poincare´ sphere of unit radius are in
one-to-one correspondence with the different polarizat
states of the laser beam~the south pole represents lef
circular polarization, the north pole represents right-circu
polarization, the positivex axis representsx polarization,
while the negativex axis representsy polarization!.

FIG. 6. Time-averaged total intensity, intensities ofx- and
y-polarized components, and intensities of the left and right cir
larly polarized components. The parameters arega520.1 ns21,
gp54 ns21, gs510 ns21, m51.3, andg5100 GHz.
t
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As an example, in Figs. 4 and 5 we show the tim
averaged total and modal intensities~the intensities were av
eraged over 1 ns!, taking initial conditions in thex- and
y-polarized states of the solitary laser, respectively, and
polarization state representation of the instantaneous si
on the Poincare´ sphere. On the Poincare´ sphere, in the first
case there seems to be a competition between two elliptic
polarized states, while in the second case, there seems
a competition between an elliptically polarized state and
y-polarized state.

For slow spin relaxation~roughly gs,40 ns21! the total
time-averaged intensity is not constant but shows abr
dropouts~Fig. 6!. When a dropout occurs, the time-averag
intensitiesI x , I y , I 1 , and I 2 vary in such a way that the
total time-averaged intensity markedly decreases. In betw
the dropouts, there are anticorrelated variations of the tim
averaged modal intensities that keep the total time-avera
intensity nearly constant.

The dropouts in the total intensity present the same st
ing features as those occurring in conventional semicond
tor lasers. They occur suddenly, and are followed by st
wise recoveries~the width of the steps in the recovery pha
is the external cavity round-trip time!. The dropouts become
less frequent and eventually disappear for increasing fe
back levels~Fig. 7! or decreasing injection current.

Underlying the dropouts, there is a fast pulsing behav
of the total and modal intensities. A dropout is accompan
by a brusque increase of the phase delays of the linearly
circularly polarized componentsDfx,y5fx,y(t)2fx,y(t
2t), Df65f6(t)2f6(t2t), and then they slowly de-
crease back again during the build-up phase~Fig. 8!. There is
an antiphase dynamics of the time-averaged intensities o
linearly and circularly polarized components before the dr
out occurs, which reappears during the build-up phase.

While the dynamics for weak feedback described in S
III A is rather sensitive to the value of the feedback pha
vot ~since variations ofvot shift the external field from
constructive to destructive interference!, the dynamics of the
time-averaged intensity dropouts that occur for moder
feedback is independent of the value ofvot.

The role ofgs in causing~or allowing! the dropouts re-
quires further investigation, but the appearance of dropo
seems to be a consequence of a reduced stability of the
early polarized states of the solitary VCSEL. Although in t
absence of anisotropies the linearly polarized states of
solitary laser are stable for all values ofgs ~they become
marginally stable whengs→` @6#!, in the presence of
anisotropies, ifgs is below a certain value the circularl

-

FIG. 7. Time dependence of the total time-averaged intensity
parameters ga50.5 ns21, gp58 ns21, gs510 ns21, and
m51.1. ~a! g530 GHz, ~b! g540 GHz, and~c! g550 GHz.
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FIG. 8. Time evolution of the modal intensities and of the phase delays during the dropouts. The parameters are as in Fi
rm
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polarized states of the solitary laser fail to phase lock to fo
stable linearly~or elliptically! polarized states.

In the limiting case ofgs5gN51 ns21 @in which each
modal amplitudeE6 is coupled to a different populatio
variable N6 , respectively, but the amplitudes are linea
mixed by anisotropies as indicated in Eqs.~8! and ~9!#, the
I 1 and I 2 time-averaged intensities show dropouts that
generally not simultaneous~Figs. 9 and 10!. This causes the
total time-averaged intensity dropouts to be less pronoun
~the total time-averaged intensity drops to approximately h
of its value! and more irregular.

On the contrary, in the limiting case of very fast sp
relaxation @gs→`, which corresponds to integrating Eq
~5!–~7!, i.e., two-mode Lang-Kobayashi equations#, in the
presence of birefringence, gain anisotropy, and modera
strong feedback usually one of the two linearly polariz
modes wins, and the laser output is constant~antiphase dy-
namics of the time-averaged modal intensities is observe
the transient evolution to the stable steady state!. This occurs
for feedback levels for which, when Eqs.~1!–~4! are simu-
lated with the same parameters but with low values ofgs ,
dropouts are observed~the dropouts tend to disappear asgs
increases!.

It is worth noticing that noisy dropouts are observed
Eqs. ~5!–~7!, but with lower feedback levels, and they ten
to disappear as the feedback increases, since usually o
the two linearly polarized modes wins. However, when se
and cross-gain saturation terms are included in the rate e
tions ~5!–~7!, power dropouts occur for moderately stron
feedback, if the coupling is strong enough. Figure 11 sho
the results of simulating the rate equations,

Ėx5k~11 ia!~N fx21!Ex2~ga1 igp!Ex

1gEx~ t2t!e2 ivot, ~22!
e

ed
lf

ly

in

of
-
a-

s

Ėy5k~11 ia!~N fy21!Ey1~ga1 igp!Ey

1gEy~ t2t!e2 ivot, ~23!

Ṅ52gN@N2m1N fxuExu21N fyuEyu2#, ~24!

with f x512«xxuExu22«xyuEyu2, f y512«yyuEyu2
2«yxuExu2. The parameters arega520.1 ns21, gp
54 ns21, gs550 ns21, m51.3, andg5100 GHz~the same
as in Fig. 6!, and «xx5«xy5«yx5«yy5«50.1. The modes
drop out simultaneously, as it occurs in the SFM model w
intermediate values ofgs ~compare with Fig. 6!. However,
the mechanism that triggers the dropouts seems to be di
ent. While in the SFM model it is related with a reduce
stability of the linearly polarized states of the solitary las

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 6 but withgs51 ns21.
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FIG. 10. As in Fig. 8 but withgs51 ns21.
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for low values ofgs , in the model of Eqs.~22!–~24! it is the
coupling introduced by the nonlinear gain which breaks
antiphase dynamics and induces dropouts. For the pa
eters of Fig. 11 and«50 the x-polarized state is the stabl
solution, but if we gradually increase the value of« we ob-
serve antiphase dynamics of the time-averaged modal in
sities, until a certain critical value of« above which dropouts
appear. The dropouts become more frequent as« increases,
but the time-averaged intensity drops always to the sa
value, independent of«.

Although the mean values of the modal intensities
approximately the same, the fluctuations of the instantane
modal intensities after a dropout are much larger in the S
model than in the model of Eqs.~22!–~24!. It was shown in

FIG. 11. As in Fig. 6, but simulating the rate equations~21!–
~24! with ga50.1 ns21, gp54 ns21, m51.3, g5100 GHz, and
«xx5«xy5«yx5«yy50.1.
e
m-

n-

e

e
us

@43# that the statistics of the intensity fluctuations in the LF
regime of conventional semiconductor lasers differs from
predictions of the Lang-Kobayashi model. It will be interes
ing to compare our results with experimental results of
statistics of intensity fluctuations in the LFF regime of VC
SEL’s ~when they become available!, in order to determine
which model~if any! reproduces the experimental finding.

For comparison, in Fig. 12 we show the results of sim
lating the scalar Lang-Kobayashi equations, where the
namics is governed by a single complex electric field am
tude and a single population variable~n50, Ex5Ey5E/2,
and ga5gp50 in our equations!. In this case the time-

FIG. 12. Simulation of the single-mode model. The paramet
arega5gp50 ns21, m51.3, andg550 GHz.
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averaged intensity dropouts are much more irregular t
those that occur when there is antiphase competition of
two components of a vectorial electric field, and for incre
ing feedback the dropouts become a feature of the trans
to a stationary solution.

C. Effect of spontaneous emission noise

To investigate which features of the dynamics are ess
tially due to the mode competition and which might
noise-induced, we increased the Langevin noise terms o
field rate equations~to strengths comparable to the feedbac!
and studied how this noise variation modified the dynam

FIG. 13. Effect of noise in the time-averaged total and mo
intensities. The parameters are as in Fig. 6 and the noise level is
ns21.
n
e
-
nt

n-

he

s.

In the four cases studied above~gs51 ns21, gs
510 ns21, gs5`, and the Lang-Kobayashi equations!, the
effect of noise is to make the dropouts less frequent~for the
Lang-Kobayashi model this was discussed by Hohlet al.
@37#!. As an example, we show in Figs. 13 and 14 the tim
averaged modal intensities, the instantaneous modal inte
ties, and the phase delay variations during the dropouts,
the same parameters as Figs. 6 and 8 and a noise lev
b5100 ns21.

In the SFM model noise does not modify the mean valu
of the time-averaged intensities, but makes the fluctuati
of the instantaneous intensities after a dropout consider
smaller~compare the scales of the vertical axis of Figs. 8 a
14!. Also, noise often causes more ‘‘abrupt’’ phase de
shifts during the dropouts. There are parameter regi
where in the absence of noise no dropouts occur but
tiphase dynamics of the time-averaged modal intensities
ist, and in which sufficiently high noise levels break the a
tiphase dynamics and induce intensity dropouts~the total
time-averaged intensity drops to a value that is independ
of the noise level, but the frequency of the dropouts increa
with the noise level!.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have studied in detail the dynamics of a VCSEL o
erating near threshold and with isotropic optical feedba
Weak feedback levels induce the same instabilities as in c
ventional polarization-stabilized semiconductor lasers:
relaxation oscillations become undamped and multi
steady-state solutions are created~a series of external cavity
modes for each linearly polarized state of the solitary las!.
Since the optical feedback that we consider is isotrop
weak feedback levels usually do not modify the polarizat
state of the laser, which is the same as the solitary laser

l
00
eters are
FIG. 14. Effect of noise in the time evolution of the modal intensities and of the phase delays during the dropouts. The param
as in Fig. 13.
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However, for moderately strong feedback levels the v
torial degree of freedom of the electric field in VCSEL
adds new interesting features to the dynamics, which
sensitive to the value of the spin-flip relaxation rate. For l
and intermediate values ofgs the total time-averaged inten
sity shows randomly occurring sudden dropouts that have
same characteristics as those occurring in conventional l
diodes. The dropouts tend to disappear for increasinggs ,
and this seems to be related with the fact that in the prese
of birefringence and gain anisotropy, one of the two linea
polarized states of the solitary laser usually becomes st
asgs increases. If only one of the linearly polarized states
stable, the laser tends to operate on one of its stable sta
ary solutions; if both states are stable, the laser might ope
in one of these stable stationary solutions, or there migh
antiphase dynamics of the time-averaged modal intens
that makes the total time-averaged intensity nearly cons
~underlying the antiphase dynamics, there is a fast puls
behavior of the instantaneous modal intensities!.

An explanation for the dropouts in conventional sing
mode semiconductor lasers, originally proposed by S
@36#, relies on a chaotic itinerancy among destabilized ex
en

l.
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nal cavity modes. In this interpretation a dropout occurs
cause the trajectory~in its attempt to reach a stable stationa
solution! collides with an antimode~i.e., a saddle stationary
solution!. Our results indicate that in VCSEL’s, in which th
fundamental transverse mode has two orthogonal linearly
larized states, the collision with an antimode is not the o
mechanism that might induce a dropout. We found situati
in which if the intensity of one linearly polarized mode u
dergoes a dropout, the intensity of the orthogonal mode
lows it and drops out almost simultaneously. This occ
when the two linearly polarized modes interact with ea
other through a single carrier density while the nonline
gain is important, and when the two modes interact with e
other through two carriers densities, while the spin relaxat
rate takes intermediate values. We have also studied the
fect of noise, showing that noise does not modify the ess
tial features of the dynamics.
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